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PRETTYMUCH - Lying (feat. Lil Tjay)

                            tom:
                D

            [Primeira Parte]

          G
Sorry to call you
       D
So unexpected
                 A                             Bm
Thought you'd be sleeping, I was gonna leave a message
               G
In case you're wondering
             D
I'm countin' blessings
                 A                          Bm
Just bought this California King and it's expensive

[Pre-Refrão]
                 G                D
Haven't picked a side yet, hardly sleep
                A               Bm
I've been going out, oh yeah oh yeah
             G           D
You did me a favor, honestly
                   A               Bm
I'm so much better now, oh yeah oh yeah

[Refrão]
        G            D
But I'm lying when I talk to you
             A           Bm
Cause you're lying under someone new
        G           D
And I'm dying wanna tell the truth
    A                         Bm
I'm not (oh) I'm not (oh) I'm not over you

But I'm lying when I talk to you
             A           Bm
Cause you're lying under someone new
        G           D
And I'm dying wanna tell the truth
    A                         Bm
I'm not (oh) I'm not (oh) I'm not over you

[Refrão]

G                       D
It hits me right in the chest
                         A
But I still wish you the best
                Bm
Until I see you again

[Segunda Parte]

           G
I see them pictures
            D
From your vacation
            A                            Bm
You look so happy holding hands, congratulations
          G
And if it sound like
            D
My voice is shaking
                A                                Bm
It's 'cause I'm way up in the Hills, my signal's breaking

[Pré-Refrão]

                 G                D
Haven't picked a side yet, hardly sleep
                A               Bm
I've been going out, oh yeah oh yeah
             G           D
You did me a favor, honestly
                   A               Bm

I'm so much better now, oh yeah oh yeah

[Refrão]

        G            D
But I'm lying when I talk to you
             A           Bm
Cause you're lying under someone new
        G           D
And I'm dying wanna tell the truth
    A                         Bm
I'm not (oh) I'm not (oh) I'm not over you

But I'm lying when I talk to you
             A           Bm
Cause you're lying under someone new
        G           D
And I'm dying wanna tell the truth
    A                         Bm
I'm not (oh) I'm not (oh) I'm not over you

[Terceira Parte]

G
Lies, games, questions, names,
D
That's the reason we're facing these things
A
Holding my heart now, my shirt got a stain,
Bm
I guess it's what I get for mistreating my main

G
Wasn't using my brain, gotta do better
D
Yeah, I know I messed up, shoulda knew better
A
Man, I guess I'm just stuck in my ways
Bm
I'm just having a focus on new cheddar
                        G
I'm just tryna get the bag now
                         D
I done fell in love with cash now
                        A
All the feelings in the past that I had to dash,
                Bm
You was left in last round
                         G
You was really 'posed to ride with me
                         D
Keep it a hundred, don't lie to me
                            A
I understand that the truth hurt bad,
                     Bm
But it's too late to cry to me

Yeah, yeah, yeah
[Refrão]

        G            D
But I'm lying when I talk to you
             A           Bm
Cause you're lying under someone new
        G           D
And I'm dying wanna tell the truth
    A                         Bm
I'm not (oh) I'm not (oh) I'm not over you

[Refrão]

G                       D
It hits me right in the chest
                         A
But I still wish you the best
                Bm
Until I see you again

G                       D
It hits me right in the chest
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                         A
But I still wish you the best
                          Bm
Don't read my last couple texts

G                       D
It hits me right in the chest
                         A
But I still wish you the best

                Bm
Until I see you again

G                       D
It hits me right in the chest
                         A
But I still wish you the best
                          Bm
Don't read my last couple texts

Acordes


